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What is DarkLight?

DarkLight is a proposed experiment:

Searching in the lowest dark photon mass regime: 10-100
MeV/c2

Could resolve (g − 2)µ: much of preferred region excluded
at higher masses

Will utilize the 100 MeV e− beam of the Jefferson Lab
Free-Electron Laser incident on a H2 gas target

Model-independent, kinematically-redundant exclusive
search
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DarkLight Parameter Space: 10-100 MeV/c2
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Comparison of Experiments

Plot: Rouven Essig
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Dark Interactions in e-p Collisions

DarkLight will search for a dark photon in electron-proton
scattering

A0 production

Dark forces in e�p ! e�p e+e� scattering
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Select only events with an extra electron positron pair

Invariant mass gives the mass of the dark force boson –
straightforward way to search for the A0

→ Reconstruct tracks of all four final state particles
→ Invariant mass of the e+/e− pair gives the mass of the A′
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Dark Interactions in e-p Collisions

Backgrounds are enormous!

Irreducible background
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All of these QED processes are indistinguishable
from A0 production and decay!

Small resonance on an already rare process
→ need exceptionally high luminosity
→ L = 2× 1036 cm−2 s−1

Goal: 1 ab−1 in one week
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Figure 7. Cross section for the X boson signal with ↵X = 10�8 and the QED background imposing

that at least one e+e� pair is in the mX ± 0.5 MeV invariant mass bin. The signal cross section

scales linearly with ↵X . Generically, the expected signal is four orders of magnitude smaller than

the background.

Because we are considering mX ⇠ Ee, thinking of the �⇤ as coming from initial or final

state radiation is not a good approximation to the background process. In the region of

phase space where an e+e� pair fakes an X resonance, the photon is far o↵-shell relative

to the energy scales involved, so we are far away from soft-collinear limit. In particular,

it should be noted that considerable (constructive) interference increases the background

above naive expectations from the Weizsäcker-Williams approximation. To give a sense of

how important this interference is, one sees changes on the order of 10% in cross sections

with e�p collisions versus e�p̄ collisions, whereas the sign of the proton charge would be

irrelevant in the Weizsäcker-Williams picture.

In principle, there is another background we should consider. Since the proposed JLab

FEL experiment is really an electron-hydrogen gas collider, one might be concerned about

backgrounds from e�e� collisions. In fact, this is only an issue for very low values of mX .

For an electron beam with energy 100 MeV, the center-of-mass energy of e�e� collisions is

around 10 MeV, so radiative Møller scattering is only relevant for mX . 10 MeV. We saw

in section 3.2 that such light bosons are already ruled by direct constraints. Moreover, given

the fact that we imagine using the recoiling proton and electron momentum as a handle

on the collision process, particle identification should be su�ciently robust to distinguish

e�e� from ep collisions. Finally, there are important experimental backgrounds, including

event pileup and photon conversion, which we do not address in this study.

– 12 –

Small resonance on an already rare process
→ need exceptionally high luminosity
→ L = 2× 1036 cm−2 s−1

Goal: 1 ab−1 in one week
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The Jefferson Lab Free Electron Laser

Next-generation Energy
Recovering Linac (ERL)

100 MeV, 10mA
→ 1 MW of power

Provides intensity
necessary to observe a
dark photon

The JLab FEL

The Je↵erson Lab free
electron laster (FEL) is the
only currently-operating FEL
using a continuous wave
superconducting energy
recovering linac

The FEL linac provides a
unique high-intensity
electron source
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JLab FEL Layout

DarkLight can be installed in the UV wiggler pit
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ERL Beam Test, July 2012

Megawatt 100 MeV e− beam through a 2mm aperture

Transmission of Megawatt Relativistic Electron Beams through Millimeter Apertures
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(Received 30 April 2013; published 16 October 2013)

High-power, relativistic electron beams from energy-recovering linacs have great potential to realize

new experimental paradigms for pioneering innovation in fundamental and applied research. A major

design consideration for this new generation of experimental capabilities is the understanding of the halo

associated with these bright, intense beams. In this Letter, we report on measurements performed using the

100 MeV, 430 kW cw electron beam from the energy-recovering linac at the Jefferson Laboratory’s Free

Electron Laser facility as it traversed a set of small apertures in a 127 mm long aluminum block. Thermal

measurements of the block together with neutron measurements near the beam-target interaction point

yielded a consistent understanding of the beam losses. These were determined to be 3 ppm through a 2 mm

diameter aperture and were maintained during a 7 h continuous run.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.164801 PACS numbers: 41.60.Cr, 41.75.Fr, 41.85.!p

The energy-recovering linear accelerator (ERL) [1]
offers significant advantages for delivery of relativistic
electron beams for research: low emittance, small spatial
size, high brilliance, and high power. Successful operation
of an ERL based on superconducting rf [2] has sparked
interest over the last decade in groups worldwide to seri-
ously pursue ERL technology for new applications. These
include light sources [3], electron-ion colliders [4], and the
delivery of electron beams to cool high energy hadron
beams [5].

At present, there is significant interest [6] in the possi-
bility to utilize megawatt power electron beams from ERLs
at energies of order 100 MeVon windowless gas targets to
carry out new types of experiments to explore subatomic
matter at low momentum transfers. The measurements
reported here are motivated by the optimal design of the
proposed DarkLight experiment [7] at the Jefferson Lab
free electron laser (FEL), which will search for a new
boson beyond the standard model with a mass in the range
10 to 100 MeV=c2. This type of experiment demands a
thick, windowless, gas target which can be achieved by
flowing gas through low conductance apertures with trans-
verse dimensions of order millimeters. The target gas
leaking through these tubes would be pumped away in
stages to maintain vacuum in the beam pipes. To minimize
the size and cost of these vacuum pumps and to maximize
the gas target density, the tube diameters need to be mini-
mized. At the same time, beam losses in traversing the
tubes need to be kept extremely small to minimize back-
ground. The experiment is feasible only if the power losses
of the megawatt electron beam as it traverses these narrow

conductances is tolerable (" 10 ppm) and the resulting
background rates are manageable.
The measurements reported here were carried out using

the 100 MeVelectron beam from the ERL at the 3F region
on the IR beam line at the FEL facility at the Jefferson
Laboratory with the apparatus shown schematically in
Fig. 1. At a modified section of the electron beam (see
Fig. 2) between two quadrupole triplets, a remotely con-
trollable aperture block made of aluminum containing
three apertures of 2, 4, and 6 mm diameter and 127 mm
length was mounted in the beam pipe. The block also
carried an optical transition radiation monitor (based on
an aluminized silicon wafer) and a yttrium aluminum
garnet (YAG) crystal—both viewed by a TV camera—to
measure beam profiles and beam halo. Any of these aper-
tures or profile monitors could be placed on the beam axis
by remote control. The temperature of the aperture block
was monitored by a resistance temperature detector. The
block temperature, beam current, repetition rate, and bunch

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic layout of the experiment at
the FEL beam facility at Jefferson Laboratory. For ease of
illustration, the drawing is not to scale.

PRL 111, 164801 (2013) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending

18 OCTOBER 2013

0031-9007=13=111(16)=164801(5) 164801-1 ! 2013 American Physical Society

Only ppm losses over 7h

FEL has the stability required for DarkLight

PRL (111, 164801), October 2013
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The DarkLight Experiment

!

! 13!

will also be using explosion bonded vacuum flanges to transition from the aluminum 
scattering chamber to the stainless steel beam line. 
We plan on reusing the gas feed system from the OLYMPUS experiment with a few 
modifications to accommodate the higher gas flows. This will include changing some of 
the gauges and purchase and installation of a higher capacity mass flow controller. 
For the Moller dump we will use a large stainless steel tank filled with a graphite slug 
that has a small hole drilled in it for the beam. This will also require it’s own support 
structure and alignment system. The vacuum system and its components can be seen 
schematically in Fig. 5. 
        

 
 
Fig. 5. Schematic layout of the phase-I DarkLight experiment with a human figure for 
scale. 
 
Solenoidal spectrometer magnet for the DarkLight experiment 
 
An existing solenoidal magnet, in the possession of the Stony Brook U, group, will be 
available for the summer 2015 experiment and will be used in the full experiment at a 
later date.  This magnet and its power supply were constructed by Toikin from Japan 
(Tokyo Electro-Communications University) and was last used in experiment E906 at 
BNL in early 2000’s. Since then the magnet and its power supply have been stored on the 
AGS floor.  The Stony Brook group, looking for a spectrometer magnet during the 
construction and tests of future PHENIX-upgrade and EIC detector components, located 
them and moved them to Stony Brook. 
 
The magnet is 1280 mm (long) x 1180 mm (wide) x 1180 mm (high).  The radius of the 
inner cylindrical volume is 356 mm. This is a water-cooled normal conducting magnet. It 
has a maximum field of 0.5 Tesla.  The field ahs been mapped and a TOSCA model has 
been constructed.  The map and model are in good agreement. 
 
 

Proposed Phase 1 Layout

100 MeV e− on an internal gas H2 target in 0.5T solenoid

Silicon recoil proton detector inside target chamber

Target chamber surrounded by lepton tracker
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Magnetic Field

Existing solenoid from E906 at BNL

0.5 T solenoid with
rectangular yoke

Inner diameter ∼70cm

Currently located at Stony
Brook University
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Lepton Tracker

Four cylindrical tracking layers

p

e-

e-

e+

Constraints: thin, capable of handling high rates
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MicroMegas

Pursuing the use of “Micro-Mesh Gaseous Structures”
– MicroMegas –
as tracker planes

New tracking technology being developed at CEA-Saclay

Similar to GEMs, but more robust
Installation underway at CLAS (JLab) for 12 GeV upgrade
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Noteworthy

With this detector, can also measure:

Elastic e-p cross-section at high θ and low Q2

→ proton magnetic radius

A′ invisible decays

Developing:

Track reconstruction at high rates

Detectors, DAQ, and software to perform this tracking
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DarkLight Software Development

Simulations to:

Analyze signal and backgrounds

Prepare tracking and reconstruction software

Goal → have algorithms prepared in advance

Physics processes:

Signal and QED background

Elastic electron-proton scattering

Møller scattering

Radiative processes
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Development of a Radiative Møller Generator

DarkLight has exceptionally high background rates, including
radiative processes

A radiative Møller/Bhabha event generator is under
development
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Development of a Radiative Møller Generator

Covers full photon kinematic phase-space:

Elastic e-e events with soft corrections (Tsai, 1960)
Hard single-photon bremsstrahlung events

Paper in preparation; code will be made available
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Lepton Tracker Rates

Total integrated rates: O(100) MHz

Segmentation of detector reduces readout rates to <2MHz
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Readout

Streaming DAQ enables high-rate readout

!

! 13!
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Stream 50k × 1 Byte
channels at 40 MHz

2 TB/sec raw data
input rate

Make “movie” at 40 MHz

Read pixels in parallel and
recombine into frames

Online analysis picks
interesting frames

“Trigger and camera” → “Video camera” and post-processing.
2 TB/sec → O(100) MB/sec to disk
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Tracking and Reconstruction

Tracking and reconstruction algorithms in development1

1J. Balewski, R. Corliss, R. Cowan
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Event reconstruction studies

(J. Balewski)
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Status of Realization

Full scientific approval from Jefferson Lab received
in June, 2013

January, 2014: NSF MRI proposal submitted for Phase 1
(2015)

Work in progress to finalize full design by summer 2014
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Summary

Dark photon search in 10-100
MeV/c2 range

Could explain the (g − 2)µ
anomaly

Precision test of the process
ep→ epe+e−

If Phase 1 funding received →
2015

Full, Phase 2 experiment could
take place in 2017
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DL Phase 1 Reach
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DL Invisible Reach

Summary
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